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Summary:
Hot dogs and planes! Summer is a good time for both of them. Why not try taking your dog flyin

I´m not talking commercial airlines here, this is general aviation. Little private planes owne

There are probably lots of people reading this who have put their dog in a crate and watched i
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Article Body:
Hot dogs and planes! Summer is a good time for both of them. Why not try taking your dog flyin

I´m not talking commercial airlines here, this is general aviation. Little private planes owne

There are probably lots of people reading this who have put their dog in a crate and watched i

Think of it as an opportunity to spend more quality time with your hairy (or scaly or slimy) f

That said, a good plan when considering bringing your buddy along for his first flight is to k

If the instant he rounds the corner and sees the car he barfs, this probably isn´t going to be

However, if you are stuck between a rock and a hard place and your projectile-vomiting pet abs

An important consideration when flying with an animal is hearing protection. You have it, so w

Mutt Muffs! What, you say? A company called Safe and Sound Pets makes aviation headsets for do

There´s no reason why your pet should have to suffer from noise when there is a product out th
How to fly with your pet: You can start out slowly by just taking the pet to the airport with

Then your next trip you can put your pet into the plane, but don´t take off yet ˘ let the anim
A couple of dry runs like this are ideal as they allow the pet to acclimate themselves to the
Eventually you can start up the plane and see how things go in the backseat. If you are happy

Then, finally, you can take off. As you can see, this is not an impulsive ˆOooh it´s Saturday,
Things to bring with you on that first fateful flight:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Yourself
Helper
Pet
Safety harness for pet to sit in back seat if pet is large enough
Food & water for everybody
Hearing protection
A sense of humor
Windex to clean nose prints off the window

Take advantage of summertime and spend some quality time with your pet ˘ it may take a little

So, there you werenot thinking about bringing your pet with you in the plane. You were worried
Looking for more information on private planes and dogs? Have you ever heard about the rescue
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